
Drilling Down into Root Cause Analysis

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CristinaWelcome and Thank you for joining us today for our session titled “Drilling Down into Root Cause Analysis.”Please drop your name and the name of you district or charter in the chat so we all can get a sense of who is participating in this session.I am Cristina Brownfield Education Program Specialists for the Educator and School Excellence Unit. I will be presenting today with my colleagues Leanne Bowley and Belinda Balough.We are excited to be sharing information with you today around the Root Cause Analysis (RCA) process.Please ensure your mic is on mute, and feel free to turn off your camera as this will help us to conserve bandwidth.We will be monitoring the chat, so please drop questions that arise during the session into the chat.You can also utilize the reactions at the top of your screen such as the “raise your hand” option, if you’d prefer to ask your question directly.During this session we will be using Mentimeter and Padlet for activities. This can be done by using your mobile phone, so you may want to have your phone handy, but please remember to keep it on silent. I think that is all of my housekeeping notes, let’s get started!



Session Outline

 Importance of Root 
Cause Analysis (RCA)

 Group Dynamics
 RCA Process
 Grants Management

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CristinaHere is an outline of the items we will cover during this sessionTopics will include 	the importance of Root Cause Analysis (RCA) and how to overcome possible group challenges as you work your way thought this process.  	We sill also cover the steps for the RCA process and how to submit RCA information into Grants ManagementToday’s information will have 2 purposesIf you are familiar with the RCA process our goal is to help you strengthen your practices. If you are new (or newer) to the process, our goal is to ensure you have the tools you will need to complete what is required



Why is Root Cause Analysis Important?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Cristina & BelindaCasual discussion – [Belinda]  “So - Cristina, Our topic is Root Cause Analysis – why is it important that schools do an effective root cause Analysis?”[Cristina]      “Root Cause Analysis helps a school examine things that are going well and items that may not really be working.”[Belinda]   “ So how does knowing what’s not working help a school?”[[Cristina] “ The Root cause analysis process, helps Schools analyze problems that exist and also helps school teams dig deeper to find the causes of those problems.”[Belinda]   “Why is that important?”[Cristina] “ Once a school leadership team knows the cause of a problem, they can work on finding solutions and fixing whatever it is that isn’t working.”[Belinda]    “And why is that important?”[Cristina] “ Identifying the issues and fixing them at that root cause level will help create solutions that improve student academic achievement.  The bottom line is that Root Cause Analysis is completed so schools can figure out what they can do to move the dial forward for kids.”



Group Dynamics

1. Remind staff of the common purpose of supporting students.
2. Set norms that support identifying issues to move towards a 

solution.

3. Create a climate conducive to sharing and listening.

4. Consider having peer-led RCA discussions.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Conversation continues…[Belinda]  yes, I think every educator can get behind that purpose. Of wanting to move the dial for every child.But sometimes Group Dynamics can get in the way of having honest conversations about what isn’t working.”[Leanne’s example - discusses importance of having a culture & climate that allows for honest conversations]  (One + minutes) That's my story, Belinda, do you have some research strategies to share?Yes I of course I do! In researching this topic, I found several ideas that can be implemented rather easily.  -  One suggestion was to remind staff of the ultimate goal of supporting every student.  An example of how to do this,  is to have teachers bring in pictures of their students to put out on the tables during the data discussions. This put faces to the numbers, and reminds staff of a student-centered purpose. -  A key element to better group dynamics identified in the research,  was the importance of setting specific Norms    that enhance honest and open communication,.  Such norms could be around having solution driven discussions, and not providing a platform for self-blame or finger pointing. -  You all know that Creating a safe climate takes time, one suggestion from the research was that the LEA start with a survey to get a baseline on how the staff perceives the climate in respect to trust and sharing. When group dynamics do not support the critical conversations needed for an effective Root Cause Analysis,  Research suggests having teacher-led discussions for Root Cause Analysis, rather than having the Administration lead the discussion.  Some studies offer starting the CNA process with anonymous scoring prior to conducting large group discussions, to allow for more divergent ratings and evidence to be more safely brought forward.  The Root Cause analysis discussions though, still needs to happen.Doing a deep dive into what isn’t working is essential, so problem solving any group dynamics issues is important to ensure effective Root Cause Analysis discussions occur.



RCA Process

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
BelindaThe RCA Process is a cyclical and ongoing process that can help us effectively and systematically examine,   think about,   and discuss any issues.Reflect on these images and drop comments into the chat as to how these images might symbolize aspects of the Root Cause Analysis Process. When we look at the tree in this diagram, you can see that in life symptoms and some problems are evident and easy to see like the leaves and trunk of the tree.  However, some of our challenges lie far beneath the surface, like the roots.  Asking why and charting the results can be very helpful in unearthing the deeply rooted challenges in life.Our presentation today will guide you through the process and provide some resources on how to complete a Fishbone and a Root Cause Analysis at your site.We have a quick video to demonstrate he basic of a fishbone.



The Fishbone Problem Solving Process

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LeanneLet’s start with the Fishbone – here is a brief video that will explain the use of this graphic organizer



Fishbone Discussion Model

Primary 
Need
CNA 
Indicator

2.2 Every 
student 
receives 
the same 
guarantee
d…

Categories

Curriculum Teachers Leadership

Subgroups Community Assessment

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Leanne to lead - Team to Model the DiscussionCLICK As we stated before, the head of the fish is filled in with the actual CNA Indicator the team chooses from the CNA   -- just copy it over from the principle.  CLICK The blue boxes are categories.  YOU determine your categories.  Let’s ask Belinda and Cristina to model a discussion regarding categories.  Please remember that stakeholder diversity and representation are key to having a deep discussion. Cristina – What do you think could be contributing to curriculum being taught differently across classrooms and grade levels?Belinda -  well maybe the curriculum itself is the issue? (CLICK) or could it be something with the teachers? (CLICK)Cristina – Those are good categories – my thoughts went right to leadership (CLICK)Belinda – What about the data from our recent PLC?  Remember all the concerns we had with our subgroups and school improvement? (CLICK)Cristina – Community partners has been one of our big areas of focus this year, I think that’s worth discussing. (CLICK) And let’s put assessment up here, too.  We did just buy Galileo software last year. (CLICK)Thank you, colleagues.  Obviously, these are not the ONLY categories that could be selected.  Remember, the you determine what categories to consider.  
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Go to www.menti.com

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LeannePlease go to WWW.menti.com and us the code on the screen.  Please enter ideas of possible Fishbone categories



Possible Fishbone Categories
Leadership

Teachers

Students

Sub-Groups

Community

Curriculum

Assessment

Transportation

Attendance

Time

Professional development

Climate/culture

Technology

Infrastructures

Root Cause:__________________________

Desired Outcome:__________________________

Categories are elements that 
impact educational outcomes.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Leanne Here are possible categories we have seen schools use depending on the primary need identified; Remember, [CLICK] categories are the elements that impact educational outcomes.  You do not need to start with all of your categories pre-determined. After listing reasons for your problem, [CLICK] sometimes a category will emerge. 



Fishbone Discussion Model

Primary 
Need
CNA 
Indicator

2.2 Every 
student 
receives 
the same 
guarantee
d…

Categories

Curriculum Teachers Leadership

Subgroups Community Assessment

Unclear objectives

Very Old & Boring

No software

No Curric Maps

Need P.D.

Lack good sequence of 
instruction.

Too much duty

High Turnover

Supports teachers

Working to 
get maps 
developed

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Leanne to lead - Team to Model the DiscussionLet’s return to Belinda and Cristina to hear their discussion about how their categories are affecting students' access to the same curriculum.Belinda – So when I think about our curriculum I think about how unclear the objectives (CLICK) are because it is so old and boring. (CLICK)Cristina – I completely agree and what about the software? (CLICK) We don’t even have any!  And where are the curriculum maps that we were promised 3 years ago?  We still don’t have them. (CLICK)Belinda – Yes, and I am concerned about all the new staff that we have.  The new teachers haven’t had any PD (CLICK) and with no curriculum maps, we are really lacking a good sequence of instruction. (CLICK) Not mention all the complaints about duty. (CLICK)Cristina – Could there be some correlation to the high turnover of leaders here?  We have had two principals in two years. (CLICK)Belinda -  We both agree that our new principal, Ms. Gardener, is doing a great job supporting teachers now. (CLICK) And I know we are excited that she is leading the charge to finally get those curriculum maps done. (CLICK)Leanne – Let’s stop there in the interest of time.  Thank you both for modeling the conversations that occur when brainstorming. Now let’s move the next part of the fishbone analysis .



Fishbone Analysis
Categories

Curriculum Teachers Leadership

Subgroups Community Assessment

Unclear objectives

Very Old & Boring

No software

No Curric Maps

Need P.D.

Lack good sequence of 
instruction.

Too much duty

High Turnover

Supports teachers

Working to 
get maps 
developed

Out of Our Control = X

Fixable = C

We need to 
Write Curric
Maps 
aligned to 
state 
standards  & 
train staff on 
usage

We will assemble a curriculum map team, write the maps during the summer and plan 
training for the beginning of the year.

Primary 
Need
CNA 
Indicator

2.2 Every 
student 
receives 
the same 
guarantee
d…

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Leanne What do we do with this data?CLICK   sort out the answers by eliminating items that are out of your control or are considered distractors.Out of your control – X   not possible.We can fix this? -  C for controllableCristina and Belinda will continue their conversation to model what this elimination of distractors might look like:Cristina -  I know that the district has told us that we can’t adopt any new curriculum due to budget constraints so I think that should be eliminated – would you agree to that Belinda? Belinda – Yes I would (CLICK) and I think the software falls into the same category (CLICK) Cristina – Also, with the staffing issues post pandemic, I really don’t think there is much to be done about too much duty. (CLICK) Belinda – And I know we get frustrated when people leave, but we can’t control people making career changes. (CLICK) Leanne – Thank you both very much for talking us through the process.  I know that you have abbreviated some of the depth of conversation due to time limitations, but the demonstration breathes life into our examples. So for our participants, the remaining items are within our locus of control and we mark them with C.   Write a possible solution to the primary need that we have identified?  Enter that into the chat now.  Thank you for your input –here is the needs statement or solution this team determined.  Belinda, go ahead and take it away now that we finished our fishbone.



Sometimes you have to dig a little deeper…

12

Why?

Why?
Why?

Why?

Why?
(real solution found here)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
BelindaSo you think you are done!Consider why it is important to keep asking “Why?”  - remember the introduction when Cristina said Root Cause Analysis is important to find solutions to problems. That really wasn’t deep enough. I asked her “Why?”  Eventually we landed on the real focus of positively impacting student outcomes for all students.Sometimes our root cause analysis leads us to identify a general problem so we may need to drill down even deeper. Using the 5 Whys method allows us to move beyond obvious answers and reflect on less obvious explanations, or more specific reasons.. Like an inquisitive toddler, keep asking why in response to each suggested cause, and keep asking why to get insight at a level that can be addressed. You will know you have reached your final why because it does not make logical sense to ask why again. 



Overall Root Cause: low rigor, lack of student engagement, no motivation, teachers just going through the motions, 
lack of relevancy

do not

Need Statement Reflection

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
BelindaSo Let’s do this deeper digging by looking at this fishbone example together.This school had a primary need of 2.1 – teachers maintain high academic expectations for all students. After listing the challenges – the school looked for a common theme (highlighted in red).   As you see, sometimes there is more than one theme that emerges, but there should be a common one.After conducting their root cause analysis, they listed multiple root causes, and they generated their need statement and desired outcome… So audience – Do you think in this example they should stop at the need statement of  “Teachers need to engage students in the lessons and have high expectations for all.”  Is this need statement, or tail, too big? Should they drill down some more? Drop your thoughts in the chat.PAUSETheir Need Statement is general  and not focused enough on the ONE main root cause of the problem,  so yes, [CLICK]  their Tail is too big and we need to dig deeper.



Why do teachers have low 
expectations for student 

achievement?

They don’t understand the 
students’ needs.

They don’t take time to build 
relationships with students.

They don’t know how to build  
those relationships.

They don’t have strategies to build 
relationships with students.

Drilling Deeper

Why?

Why?

Why?

Why?

Possible New Needs Statement: 

Provide professional development for staff 
around the connection between positive 
relationships and student achievement.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
BelindaIn reviewing the tail of the previous fishbone we determined it is too big.  - too general.So, to drill down, we asked   why   several times to get to a deeper root cause. [Read each section – ]Why do teachers have low expectations for student achievement?They don’t understand the students’ needs.Why?They don’t take time to build relationships with students.Why?Please drop the next answer to the Why?PauseCLICK     They don’t have strategies to build relationships with students.Now we can start to identify our need statement and desired outcome as it related to teachers developing relationships with students in order to implement high expectations in the classroom.Take a minute to consider what the new Need Statement might say.  Drop your ideas in the chat.[Click]   Many of you came up with variations on this theme.    Provide Professional development for staff around the connection between positive relationships and student achievement .Now Cristina with take it from here.



1. How do you know the problem exists? 

2. What are your teachers or staff doing or not doing to contribute to the 
problem?

3. What are students doing or not doing to contribute to the problem?

4. What is the community or family doing or not doing to contribute?

Sample RCA Target Questions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CristinaWhen your team engages in this drilling down process you will need to have a deep, honest conversation about what is contributing to the problem. It is important to have a well-rounded team to provide different insights and perspectives to the problem. It is important to look in the mirror and be open to root causes. This is not a blame session or a venting session – but rather an objective review of factors contributing to a problem.  The conversation will need to be facilitated and participants will need to be prepared with the main purpose at the forefront.   Don’t forget the great research ideas provided by Belinda at the beginning of our session.Here are some target questions that we use to facilitate the conversation and help dig further to evaluate factors contributing to the root cause. Sample RCA Target QuestionsHow do you know the problem exists? What are your teachers or staff doing or not doing to contribute to the problem?What are students doing or not doing to contribute to the problem?What is the community or family doing or not doing to contribute?



Scenario - RCA Problem 
ABC Elementary lacks consistent curriculum delivery in reading classes.  

Evidence of problem:  

 There are six third grade classrooms, the students are all learning 

different things in each of them despite having the same curriculum.  

 The principal is having a hard time evaluating tier 2 interventions as a 

result. Using the chat, please enter target 
questions that will help this RCA 

Team get to the root cause.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CristinaDescribe Scenario[CLICK]  -  Explain directions 



• What barriers are in place?
• How does the curriculum contribute?
• How does time contribute?
• Does the school schedule play a role in the 

problem?
• What causes the teachers to contribute to the 

problem?
• Why do students feel or act a certain way?
• How does instruction contribute to the problem?

Additional Examples of RCA Target Questions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CristinaHere are several additional target questions to consider as you drill down deeper to determine Root causes.



Possible Fishbone Submissions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
BelindaThere are many options for working through fishbones and Root Cause Analysis – we see many different formats that are equally effective for teams to use when digging deeply for solutions.  Let’s look at a few



Posterboards & Stickies

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
BelindaIn this example, each team member was given sticky notes. They wrote factors that were contributing to their primary need. The team discussed how their primary need shows up around campus. Then they organized their ideas into groups and labeled those groups. Then they used different color markers to look at patterns and trends.  They grouped those trends together to determine the need statement and desired outcome. They also brainstormed solutions or strategies to address the need and get to the desired outcome.  



Color Coding Elements

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
BelindaHere, the school found a pattern within the CNA and decide to identify 2 indicators to focus on: 1.4 and 6.1 because both relate to parent support and high expectations for all students. You can see they brainstormed how the symptoms of the primary need show up around school. They used the following categories: teachers, students, coaches, parents, systems and assessment. The team highlighted commonalities in blue, yellow and green. Then after discussion a need statement and desired out come was created. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
BelindaThe previous example was a school using the old Fishbone template. Here is what the new template looks like. Use your gestures to indicate a Thumbs up if you know where you can access this new fillable Fishbone template.It can be found on the Title I navigator page as well as the School Improvement page, and also on the Title 4 navigator.It is also one of the resources included on our session.The LEA can utilize either the new template or the old one, the format is a not as important as the continued why questions and discussions to get to the root causes.



Connecting It All –
Planning Tools Final Summary Page

Fishbone

Worksheet

GME

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LeanneNow it’s time to make everything connect.Our end goal is to enter the required and correct information into the GME systemStart with the Fishbone, complete an organizational worksheet,Then enter everything into GMENext, we will show you the Worksheets



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Leanne This is worksheet number one.  Notice it aligns perfectly with the fishboneCLICK Primary NeedCLICK Root CauseCLICKNeed Statement CLICKDesired Outcome
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Leanne This is worksheet number two .  Notice it aligns perfectly with the fishboneCLICK Primary NeedCLICK Root CauseCLICK Need Statement CLICK Desired Outcome



GME Planning

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LeanneWhen you enter GME, you will see the blue ladder to the left of the page.  That blue menu will follow you every click you take while in the GME site.  You will click on Planning



Planning Tool

Navigating GME

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Leanne In the Planning Tool, you will need to complete two steps regarding your fishbone diagrams. The first step is to go to the Related Documents section in your school’s Planning Tool. Here is where you will upload your fishbone diagrams. Every school is required to have a minimum of 3 fishbones. Please upload each as a separate document. In the example shown here, the school labeled each document with the primary need principal and indicator numbers.



Final Summary Chart

Final Summary Chart

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LeanneNow, you will go back to the Final Summary page in your CNA section and complete the Summary and Needs Identification chart. You will complete the chart by adding in the information from your worksheet. You will notice that the GME matches your fishbone and worksheet perfectly.Click – Head of the FishboneClick – Body of the FishboneClick – Tail of the FishboneClick – Write Desired OutcomesEach row represents a one fishbone.  You will enter the number of the primary need here and then follow the remaining information across the row.  CLICK   Additional rows can be added if you have more than 3 primary needs.Let’s take one moment to look at a sample timeline to help you keep organized.



Sample Timeline for Annual 
Planning

Processing 
CNA

Dec.– Jan.

Root Cause 
Analysis
February

Development of IAP for 
All Programmatic Areas

March 

Submission of ESEA Consolidated 
Grant application aligned to 
Integrated Action Plan (SIAP & LIAP)

May 1

Director Approved 
Applications are 
Accessible for LEA 
Use

July 1 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LeanneHere is another helpful tool. This suggested timeline is meant to help ensure that schools complete each step of the continuous improvement process in a timely and thorough manner. A tool such as this one can help ensure your school remains on track to complete all requirements by the May 1st deadline for federal grant submissions.
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Questions?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Leanne



 Fillable RCA Fishbone

 IAP Worksheet

 Facilitating Effective 
Conversations

 Toolkit for Building a Culture of 
Data Use

 Planning Tool Navigator | 
Arizona Department of 
Education (azed.gov)

Resources

Support & Improvement: Professional 
Learning | Arizona Department of 
Education (azed.gov)

Comprehensive Needs Assessment 
Integrated Action Plan Resources 
(azed.gov)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
BelindaWe’d like to remind you of resources and tools available to you.CLICKThese top 4 you can access through this session forum or from the Planning Tool Navigator page on the AZED.gov site.The School Support and Improvement webpage has excellent resources and Professional Learning Modules  -  We say their information is not only for schools in improvement, but those not wanting to have that status. 

https://www.azed.gov/titlei/planning-workflow
https://www.azed.gov/improvement/professional-learning
https://www.azed.gov/sites/default/files/2019/12/CNA%20Rubrics%20and%20Resources.pdf?id=5df17ccb03e2b30134863719
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Feedback for ADE
Drilling Down into Root Cause Analysis

Padlet Link https://padlet.com/angiemadsen/lijbmwdsdx2eess3

1. Please provide feedback on the tools, resources, and 
support for the Root Cause Analysis.  

- Which tools are most helpful?          
- Any suggestions for additional tools/ support?

2. Please provide feedback related to your use in 
transferring RCA information into GME.
- What do you like best/ dislike?     
- What would make your life better?

3.  Any additional feedback related to today’s session.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
BelindaOne final activity -  we would like you to take the remainder of this session to provide us with feedback.Feedback for this session will be collected on the Padlet platform. Use the QR Code to access the Padlet, then scroll down to our session title – Drilling Down into Root Cause AnalysisYour feedback can be specific, such as  –the IAP worksheet template is very helpful;       or general, such as - I prefer reading document resources rather than listening to micro trainings.We Thank You for joining us today. We greatly appreciate your participation in today’s session and all you do for the students and educators in Arizona!

https://padlet.com/angiemadsen/lijbmwdsdx2eess3
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